Spintronic terahertz (THz) emitter provides the advantages such as apparently broader spectrum, significantly lower cost, and more flexibility in compared with the commercial THz emitters, and thus attracts great interests recently. In past few years, efforts have been made in optimizing the material composition and structure geometry, and the conversion efficiency has been improved close to that of ZnTe crystal. One of the drawbacks of the current designs is the rather limited laser absorption -more than 50% energy is wasted and the conversion efficiency is thus limited. Here, we theoretically propose and experimentally demonstrate a novel device that fully utilizes the laser intensity and significantly improves the conversion efficiency. The device, which consists of a metal-dielectric photonic crystal structure, utilizes the interference between the multiple scattering waves to simultaneously suppress the reflection and transmission of the laser, and to reshape the laser field distributions. The experimentally detected laser absorption and THz generations show one-to-one correspondence with the theoretical calculations. We achieve the strongest THz pulse emission that presents a 1.7 times improvement compared to the currently designed spintronic emitter. This work opens a new pathway to improve the performance of spintronic THz emitter from the perspective of optics.
experimentally detected laser absorption and THz generations show one-to-one correspondence with the theoretical calculations. We achieve the strongest THz pulse emission that presents a 1.7 times improvement compared to the currently designed spintronic emitter. This work opens a new pathway to improve the performance of spintronic THz emitter from the perspective of optics.
Terahertz (THz) radiation plays increasingly important roles in both scientific research and practical applications, such as material science [1] [2] [3] , biomedicine [4] [5] [6] , wireless communication [7] , and security imaging [6, 8, 9] etc. In all aspects, it is critical to have a wide band, fully controllable THz source with high power. Despite its high importance, the progresses of high-performance THz devices, especially the emitters [10, 11] , are still lacking behind. This is in sharp contrast to the well-developed technologies in its neighboring infrared and microwave bands, leaving a gap so called 'terahertz gap'. To date, the development of the THz emitters with high power and high efficiency is still one of the foci in the field of THz research [12, 13] .
The femtosecond laser driven THz emitter is an important type of THz emitters that is commonly used [2, 6, 11] . Previously, its generation was mainly based on the non-spin mechanisms, such as the transient electrical currents in photoconductive antennas [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , the optical rectification from electro-optical crystals [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , and the plasma oscillations [25, 26] etc. In 2013, T. Kampfrath et al. demonstrated a new type THz emitter, called spintronic THz emitter, which is based on the spin related effects in ferromagnetic/non-magnetic (FM/NM) heterostructures [27] . Compared to the conventional non-spin based THz emitters, the spintronic THz emitter possesses the additional advantage of the spin freedom of the electron besides that of the charge freedom, opening a new pathway for broadband (up to 30 THz) and controllable THz wave generation [27] . The reported conversion efficiency of the spintronic THz emitter, however, was about two orders of magnitude lower than that of commercial ZnTe crystal. Since then, efforts have been made to improve the performance [28] [29] [30] .
In 2016, T. Seifert et al. significantly enhanced the conversion efficiency by choosing NM layer with large spin Hall angle (such as Pt, W), optimizing the layers' thickness as well as introducing NM 1 /FM/NM 2 trilayer to fully utilize both the backward-and forward-flowing spin current. They found that a 5.8-nm-thick W/CoFeB/Pt trilayer achieved the conversion efficiency close to that of the commercial 1-mm-thick ZnTe crystal and outperform it in terms of the bandwidth, flexibility, scalability and cost [28] . D. Yang et al. proposed the cascaded multilayer which can generate transient current in each Pt layer, leading to considerable power increase [29] . Y. Wu et al.
made a comprehensive study on FM/NM bilayer structures, and showed the capability of fabrication on flexible substrates [30] . These optimizations cover from the perspective of both spintronics and THz pulse generation [28] [29] [30] , and furthermore, THz beam focusing has been utilized to obtain higher intensity [31, 32] , yet the conversion efficiency remains unchanged. On the other hand, the spintronic emitter also involves the laser pumping and absorption processes, which has not been explored yet. In particular, in previous designs [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , the ultra-thin metal films only absorb rather limited laser intensity and more than half of the intensity is wasted. To reach higher conversion efficiency, this drawback must be overcome.
Here, we demonstrate a novel scheme to improve the performance of the Spintronic THz emitter relies on two fundamental spintronic effects: the ultrafast laser pulse induced spin polarized current generation and the conversion of the spin current to charge current, namely the inverse spin Hall effect [33, 34] . Figure 1a shows the schematic processes of a typical spintronic THz emitter with a trilayer heterostructure consisting of NM 1 /FM/NM 2 thin films：(i) a femtosecond laser pulse impinges on the heterostructure and pumps ultrafast spin currents ( ,1 and ,2 ) from the FM layer into the adjacent NM 1 and NM 2 layers; (ii) due to the inverse spin Hall effect, the ultrafast spin currents are converted into transient charge currents ( ,1 and ,2 ) along the y direction, leading to the THz emission out of the structure. In order to maximize the THz emission, ,1 and ,2 should be parallel to form unidirectional charge current, which requires the two NM layers to have spin Hall angles with opposite sign. Pt and W have been proved to be a good choice [28] .
In previous works [28] [29] [30] , great efforts have been made to maximize the emission efficiency via optimizing the thickness of FM and NM layers. The total thickness of either FM/NM bilayer structure or NM 1 /FM/NM 2 trilayer structure is suggested to be less than 6 nm [28] [29] [30] . This thickness is smaller than the skin depth of the metallic heterostructure and significantly smaller than the laser wavelength (800 nm). As a result, more than half of the incident laser energy is either reflected by or transmitted through the sample, which strongly limits the conversion efficiency. We present a toy model here to offer the evidence. For simplicity, but without losing the generality, we assume that (i) the thickness is negligible compared to the wavelength, and (ii) the dielectric constant of the environment is uniform. According the boundary conditions and the Maxwell's equations, the reflection and transmission coefficients should satisfy the relation of 1 + = . Consequently, one can deduce that the absorbance, = 1 − | | 2 −| | 2 , to be ≤50% (see details in Supporting Information Note 1). Note that this is an intrinsic limitation to the absorbance of ultra-thin metal films. To overcome this limit, we propose to use the metal-dielectric PhC structure, where the multiple scatterings and interferences could efficiently suppress the reflection and transmission simultaneously, thus the laser absorption in the metal films is significantly increased.
The schematic of the proposed structure is shown in Figure 1b . It is composed of periodic metal-dielectric films, [dielectric interlayer/NM 1 /FM/NM 2 ] n , on MgO substrate, where n denotes the number of repeats. In this work, we choose Pt(1.8 nm)/Fe(1.8 nm)/W(1.8 nm) for the THz emitter, which exhibits the largest THz emission efficiency in our experiments, and SiO 2 for the dielectric interlayer. Multiple scatterings and interferences in such structure can be tailored by adjusting the thickness of the period (d) and the number of repeats (n). Transfer-matrix method is employed for the theoretical calculations and the structure design, which has been proved to be an efficient tool [28, 35] .
Since the thickness of each metal film is smaller than its skin depth, the permittivity is most likely different with their bulk values. Thus, we treat the Pt(1.8 nm)/Fe(1.8 nm)/W(1.8 nm) structure as a "single layer" and retrieve its effective permittivity from the measured reflection and transmission coefficients. The model fitting showed that the effective permittivity to be =−29.36+24.01i (see Supporting Information Note 3). In the calculation, we also used the bulk value of the permittivity for SiO 2 interlayer and MgO substrate, namely, 2.11 for SiO 2 [36] and 2.98 for MgO [37] .
The calculated absorbance, defined as = 1 − | | 2 −| | 2 , as a function of the thickness of SiO 2 interlayer for a series of samples, n=1,2,3, is plotted as solid lines in Figure 1c . One can see that for n=1, the absorbance slightly increases with increasing thickness and reaches a maximum at about d=100 nm, yet the maximum absorbance is below 50%. For n=2 and 3, the absorbance increases sharply with increasing thickness of SiO 2 interlayer, and the maximum value increases with the increase in n.
It is worth noting that the maximum absorbance for n=3 is almost 90%, about twice of the maximum value for n=1. In contrast, when d is smaller than 25 nm, the absorbance shows inverse relation with n, which decreases with increasing n. This can be intuitively understood that the dielectric interlayers are too thin to modify the interference of scattering waves and the increase of n is approximately equivalent to the increase of the thickness of metal films. Hence, the reflection is considerably enhanced, leading to a reduced absorption.
To gain further insight into the interference in periodic structures, we depict in Figure 1d the laser field distribution in two samples: one with n=1 and d=2 nm, which was firstly realized in Ref. [28] , and the other one with n=3 and d=110 nm, according pulse amplitude of the emitter with n=2 is obviously smaller than that of n=1, whereas they have comparable laser absorbance. When d>40 nm, although the laser absorbance of n=2 is smaller than that of n=3, the emitted THz pulse amplitude is considerably larger. The sample with n=2 and d=110 nm provides the strongest THz pulse emission, which present a 1.7 times improvement compared to the single-repeat spintronic THz emitter with d=2 nm.
To make a better comparison, we normalized the THz pulse amplitude and the fs laser absorbance to the values obtained with the single-repeat sample with d=2 nm, which is the typical spintronic THz emitter of current design [28] . In the following, we establish a model to give a quantitative description. Suppose that the THz radiations from the first, second, and third periods are denoted by E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 , respectively, and the corresponding laser absorbance is denoted by A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 , respectively. For the samples with n=1, according to Figure 3a , the emitted THz pulse amplitude is proportional to the laser absorbance. Such linear relation can be expressed as:
where β is a constant, denoting the THz conversion parameter. For the samples with n=2, the THz emission from the first period suffers from attenuation in the second period, while the THz radiation from the second period emits into the substrate directly. We give the expression as:
where T THz denotes THz transmittance through a period. In the same manner, the expression for the samples with n=3 can be written as:
Note that 
where N is the number of layers. Then we can obtain the transmission and reflection coefficients, . In the calculations, the permittivity for SiO 2 interlayer is 2.13, and that for MgO substrate is 2.98.
Calculating the absorbance contribution in each period
Based on Eqs. (S7) and (S8), one can readily obtain the absorbance of the photonic crystal structure, . By further employing the transfer matrix method, we can calculate the electric field distribution in the structure, as shown in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 4 
